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ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE ALPINE
VOLE (MICROTUS NIVALIS, MARTINS) IN
BRITAIN DURING PLEISTOCENE TIMES.

(Read April sn, 1907.)

By MARTIN A C. HIXTON

[PLATE I.

I N the year 184 1, Martins and Bravais discovered a new species
of Vole living at a great altitude on the Alps, which Martins

subsequently described under the name of Alicroills 1IIvo/is.·
In 185:2, Gerbe published an account of a closely allied animal
from the Basses-Alpes which he called M. leucurus, t whilst in
1853 Wagner described yet another close ally from the Eastern
Alps-M. pttrophilus.: An interesting account of M. nivalis
and its two allies is given by B1asius.§ None of these forms live
to-day, so far as is known, at a smaller elevation than 3,000 feet
above the sea. /l·£' Itucurus and AI. pttrophilus are characteristic of
the lower peaks of the outer Alpine regions. M. niuatts inhabits
the Central Alps, and from being very rare at comparatively low
levels it becomes more and more frequent as one ascends, its
maximum abundance being reached at or about the snow line.
But far above this limit it may be found inhabiting little pinnacles
of rock temporarily Pared of snow and scantHy clothed with the
most stunted Alpine vegetation. In such places,' says Blasius,
it lives not merely through the short Alpine summer but through
a hard Alpine winter of nine or ten months duration, secure
under a covering of snow. In 1847, De Selys Longchampsll
showed that this remarkable species also inhabited the Pyrenees.
It has since been discovered by Dr. Forsyth Major living on the
summit of the Gran Sasso d'Italia, in the Abruzzi, at a height of
2,921 metres, and also in various parts of the Apennines.

It is evident from the remarkable habitat of this species, or
rather group of closely allied forms, that all facts relating to its
distribution in past times must be of considerable interest to the
geologist. We are indebted to Dr. Forsyth Major for our earliest
knowledge of M. niualis as a Pleistocene mammal, for in 1873 he
recorded its occurrence in the Grotta di Levrange in Lombardy,
and in the Grotta di Parignana, near Pisa.Ift He afterwards
discovered its fossil remains in the Grotta di Verezzi in Liguria,
and in the Grotta della Palrnaria in the island of Palmaria, near

• Martins, Revue de Zool., ,84., p. 33'; A"". d. Sc. NIlI., '843. xix, p.87.
t Gerbe, Revu« d. Zool.; ,85., p.•60.
I Wallner, Mjj",Iu"., Gelehrt. A nztig.• ,853, p, 307.
§ Blastus, Siiug.lhure Veutschlalld., ,857, p, 359.
BDe Selys Longchamps, R.vUl Zool., 1847, October.
"If Forsyth Major, A tli. ad. Soc. Ital, d. sc, Nllt., xv, pp. 375. 375, 389
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Spezia. Since then this species has been detected on numerous
occasions among the fossil voles of the Continental Pleistocene
deposits, as for example, by Dr. Nehring in the caves of the
French part of Switzerland, and by Dr. Woldiich in the ossiferous
fissures at Zuzlawitz in Bohemia and in Moravia.

Messrs. Blackmore and Alston in 1874* described a lower
jaw of a vole from the brickearth of Fisherton, and gave a figure
of the first lower molar. This they suggested might be
referable to M. nival£s, but they hesitated to make a
decided reference, as the teeth of .M: ratticeps from the same
deposit varied to such an extent as to render it possible that this
example might be an extreme form of the latter species. I have
not seen the specimen, but judging from the figure while the
pattern of the 11/. 1 is somewhat similar to certain ill-defined forms
of liE. niva/is, yet it is not sufficiently distinctive to be regarded
by itself as good evidence of the occurrence of this species at
Fisherton.

In 1882, Mr. E. T. Newtonr described and figured a lower
jaw from the Upper Freshwater Bed at West Runton, in which
the anterior loop of the first lower molar is suggestive of some
01 the forms of M niva//s. Mr. Newton did not record the
species as a Forest Bed form, regarding the evidence as too
meagre, but in any case all possibility of such a reference is
precluded, since, as Dr. Forsyth Major first pointed out to me
this jaw, in common with the others figured on PI. xiv of Mr.
Newton's work, does not belong to the subgenus Microtus, the
1/1. T of which possesses five closed triangles, but to Pitymys, a
subgenus in which the anterior lower molar is composed of a pos
terior loop followed by three closed triangles, which are followed
in turn by an outer and an inner triangle communicating widely
with each other and shut off from the anterior loop, completing
the tooth in front.

In 1899, Mr. E. T. Newtonj provisionally referred certain
of the lower jaws from the Ightham Fissure to M nivalis. He
says: "The front lower cheek tooth of this species is not always
to be clearly distinguished from extreme forms of M glareolus ;
but among the very many examples of the latter species which
have been obtained by all the collectors from the Ightham
Fissure, there are several which have the inner part of the
anterior prism well developed, so that five inner and four outer
angles may be counted. It seems highly probable, therefore,
that these are the remains of M. niva/is." Six of the specimens
so referred to are in the collection of Messrs. Corner and
Kennard, and these I have carefully examined. Those which
belong to old enough individuals have the teeth distinctly rooted,

• Blackmore and Alston, Proc, Zool, Soc., ,874, p. 466, fig. z«,
t Newton, E. T., "Vertebrata of Forest Bed." Mem, Geol, SUYv.) p. 90, PI. xlv,

fig. 7.
~ E. T. Newton, Qtsart,JOUI'1l. Gcot,Soc., Iv, p. 425.
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and all have the murin e incisor root so characteristic of Euotomys,
and which is quite d ifferent in Microtus.'" Therefore, these
remains cannot be referred to M. nivalis, but clearly belong to
Evotomys glareolus.

In Igor, in the report of an excursion of this Association to
Grays,t I recorded th e occurrence of M. 1livalis in the brick
earth of that locality. T his record was based upon a detached
111. y , and a further prolonged study of th is tooth has convinced
me of the accuracy of this determination. The specimen is
again referred to in the sequel, and so far as I know this was
the first well-founded record of 1M. niualis as a former inhabitant
of Britain.

The difficulty which obviously exists in determining the
remains of this species, arises from the fact that one, in det er
mining the fossil remains of voles, and particularly those obtained
from fluviatile depo sits, has to rely practically wholly on the
evidence afforded by the pattern of the first lower and third
upper molars. Now the til. T of some varieties of At: niualis is
occasionally yery difficult to distinguish from the extreme forms
met with in such species as E votomy s glareolus, M. arualis, lJ£.
agrestis and M. gregatis. With regard to the In. !!, its typical recent
form is usually dist inctive enough, but unfortunately this form
appears to be very rare in the British deposits.

It is necessary to here allude to one or two points connected
with the structure of microtine molars in general, as they throw a
good dea l of light on certain problems connected with the varia
tions in form seen in the two diagnostic teeth, viz.: the m. T and
the m. »: It has long been known that the investing enamel sheet
is not of equal thickness throughout; that in lower molars it is
th icker on the anterior walls of the prisms than it is on the. -pos
terior ones , and that the converse to this holds good as regards
the upper molars. j Dr. Forsyth Major has demonstrated the
fact that in well-worn teeth the enamel sheet ent irely disappears
at one point in the anterior loop of the 171. " and also in the pos
terior loop of the m, a,§ Conseq uently the comparatively soft den
tine here appears as forming part of the periphery of the tooth, and,
being no longer constrained by the enamel, runs riot, and most
extensive variations of form are the result. Practically all the
specific distinctions to be demonstrat ed in the dentition of the
subgenus Microtus are drawn from the variable part s of these two
teeth, i.e., their terminal loops. The fact that the terminal loops
vary so greatly throu ghout the subgenus is really not so sur
prising as the equally well-att ested fact that on the whole the vari
ations observed very constantly range themselves round certain

• N ehring, Ze its f. ges, N ai uruiiss, 1ld. xlv (1878), p. 235.
t Hinton , Proc, Geol, A ssoc., xvii, p . ' 42.
t See for exa mple th e figures give n by Dr. Merriam in N. A Ill . Fat/na, No. • , PI. iv, etc.
§ Forsyth Maj or, P roc, Zoo l, Soc., 19° 2, vol, i, p. too, text fig. 15. fig . ~7 , and in many of

the tee th of M i nlolllYs there figured.
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Fainis, and that these points coincide in general with species, and,
in some cases, even with varieties lounded often on quite other
characters. Dr. Rorig and Dr. Borner, in a recent elaborate
pal,er enter \ ery exhaustively into the subject of the inequalites
of the enamel sheet, evidently thinking themselves the first
to observe these features. They say that the enamel becomes a
very thin continuous band in the terminal loops of 111. I and m, !'.,
but this is hardly an accurate statement, for except in very young
teeth careful examination will, as a rule, show it to be entirely
absent as above stated.

Several authorities, among whom may be mentioned Woldrich,
and Rorig and Borner, have asserted that certain series of all but
insensible variations may be traced, which lead from one species
with a comparatively simple molar pattern, through other species
to a form characterized by molars of a more complex type.
Although not in a position to discuss this question fully on the
present occasion, I wish to briefly allude to it, as it is of import
ance to the palreontologist. Woldtich's researches were conducted
principally on a large series of fossil jaws from the Moravian
Caves.f Inspection of his numerous figures will show that not
only are some of the variations very discontinuous, but that his
arrangement of the series is quite an arbitrary one in many cases,
various alternative arrangements being open to us, so that we may
proceed to any given point in the series by very different routes.
Rorig and Borner t on the other hand have argued that the dental
pattern supposed by palreontologists to characterize M. gregalis
occurs also in the arualis group of species as an individual varia
tion. This, I venture to think, is not a serious objection to the
diagnostic value of the molar pattern for two reasons; firstly,
because .V. gregatis is precisely that recent species of which we
possess the minimum of knowledge; and secondly, whether the
pattern supposed to differentiate its m, T from all other species occurs
in the arvalis group or not, there can be no doubt that the great
majority of the area/is individuals possess a pattern peculiar to
their own group, and different from the pattern of gregalis. The
general principle that in so far as each group of species possesses
a pattern, on the whole peculiar to itself, which is shared by the
great majority of its individuals, such patterns are diagnostic of
species is, in my opinion, very difficult to assail, although at the
same time it is not always safe to record a species upon an isolated
tooth, since the diagnostic pattern may occur, though very rarely,
in abnormal individuals of other groups.

The 111. T of M. nivalis consists essentially of a posterior loop
five more or less completely closed triangles and an anterior loop
-these clements being common to this tooth in the whole

* R6rig and Borner, A lb. a.d. Kais, Bioi A nstalt f. Land·una Forstuiirthscbaft, '905.
Band v, pp. 37-79.

t Wcloiich, Sitzb, d. k. Akad. lVi,n, Math. Nat. ci., Bd. 90, p, 387.
~ Rorig and Borner, op. cit., pp. 7'-7~.
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subger:us Microtus. The po~t~rior. loop and the closed triangles
or prisms afford us no distinctive characters unless it be
that the angles terminating the prisms are somewhat sharper
than is usual in most other species. In the form called .ilf.
petrophilus there is a tendency for the hind wall of the prisms,
and especially those of the outer side, to become bilobed.*
The prmcipal distinction must be drawn, however, from the form
and composition of the anterior loop. If we examine this part of
the m. T of M. nivalis we find that the outer and inner posterior
walls of the anterior loop are formed of thin enamel, and that
they correspond to the posterior walls of the fourth outer and fifth
inner prisms respectively. From the junction of the inner
posterior wall with the inner side of the anterior loop we find a
band of very thick enamel extending forwards to near the antero
internal extremity, where it ends off abruptly. This we
immediately recognise as the anterior wall of the fifth inner
prism turned from the transverse position held by its prede
cessors into a longitudinal one. Similarly 011 the outer side we
find a stretch of very thick enamel, the anterior wall of the fourth
outer prism, but which does not extend so far forwards as its
companion of the inner side, though, like the latter, it ends off
quite abruptly in front. Between the abrupt terminations of
these stretches of thick enamel there is a broad arcuate expanse
of dentine, forming the periphery of the triturating surface, and
which in the well-worn crown is entirely free from any investiture
of enamel (Plate I, Figs. I, 7, 10, and 18). Thus it is clear that
no rudiment of either a sixth inner nor a fifth outer prism enters
into the composition of the anterior loop of M. nivalis. The fifth
inner and the fourth outer prisms, each considered as a whole, are
turned obliquely backwards out of the normal lateral position to a
greater or less degree-a character which attains its highest expres
sion in the typical M. nivalis and in M. imitator, Bonhote.t
Sometimes only one of the prisms shows this axial revolution.
Its tendency is to increase the length of margin formed by
dentine alone. The anterior loop may be completely closed
behind or pretty widely confluent with the fourth inner prism.

Apart from its rooted condition the m, T of Euotomys
distinguishes itself by the fact that the fifth inner angle is usually
rudimentary, by the more concentrated and confluent character
of the whole tooth, and also by an interesting tendency to
bilateral complication of the posterior loop-a variation to be
frequently seen in this remarkable genus, but of extremely rare
occurrence in A-ficrotus. The possession of five closed triangles
by the m. T of M. niuaiis at once, of course, distinguishes this
tooth from any of the subgenera, Pedomvs, Pitymys, Arvicola, etc .

• Blasius, Sdugethicr« Deutschlands, p. 360, fig. 196. The figure shows this feature on
the second inner prism of m.2.

t Bonhote, Ann. & Mag.Nut. Hist., Ser, 7, vol. xv, pp. '97-'99.
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The species from which it is necessary to carefully distinguish
nivalis are M. ratticeps, M. arvalis, M. agrestis, M. gregalis,
etc. In the 111. T of M. ratticeps the fourth inner prism is widely
confluent with the anterior loop j the fourth outer is very feebly
developed and usually only present in a flattened-out condition
forming an enamel wall to the anterior loop. The fifth inner
shows no backward turning, and there may be a small sixth inner
prism.

The 111. T of the typical M. arvalis distinguishes itself at once
by the fact that the fifth inner and fourth outer prism if not
shut off are yet quite distinct from the anterior loop, and do not
help to form it. There is often a sixth inner and a fifth outer
prism. In some varieties the fifth inner tends to merge with the
anterior loop, but there is no backward turning and consequently
the anterior loop is very different in form to that of M. niuaiis,
Sometimes the fourth outer prism shows a backward turning, but
this usually results in more distinctly separating the prism from
the anterior loop. Certainly nothing is seen either in 111. aroalis
or in its near ally, .11. aerestis, which ever approaches the typical
Af. niz'alis, 111. ieucurus, or M. petropllilus, and such forms as
do come near some of the ill-defined teeth of M. nivalis show
on examination either an extra prism in front or some difference
in form which satisfactorily serves to distinguish them.

The group of voles in which the distinction of the m, T from
that of jJ,f. nlz'alis presents the greatest difficulty is undoubtedly
that which may be regarded as represented by lIf. gregalh·.
And here the difficulty is felt, not when dealing with the typical
forms, for they are distinct enough, but when dealing with some
of the ill-defilled teeth occasionally met with, especially in the
j}f. Ieucurus and to a less degree in the ili. fe/ropllillls sections of
the M. nivaiis group.

The typical 11l. T of Af. gregalis distinguishes itself from this
tooth in other groups by some very characteristic features. The
third outer infold or cement space is wide and to a lateral view
quite open. The result of this is that its anterior wall passes
into the anterior loop without forming a backwardly projecting
angle and usually without forming a fourth outer angle at all.
The external border of the anterior loop is much elongated and
approximately straight j this is well seen in the figures given by
Woldfich;" Newton.r and others. On its inner side the
anterior loop develops one or two angular projections, thus
giving rise to a fifth or even a sixth inner angle j and this fifth
inner angle never shows the backward turning so frequently seen
in llf. niua/is. In addition, the thick parts of the enamel are
usually appreciably thinner than in M. nioatis. The long,

• Wold rich, Sitzb, d. k. Akad . !Vim, Math. Nat. C/., Ed. lxxxii, Abt. ii, Taf. ii,
fi~. 12, Bd. lx xxiv, Abt, i, Taf Ii, fig. 48.

t Newton, Quart. [ourn, CeDI. Soc., vol. I, PI. xi, fig. 12a.
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straight anterior loop is well seen even in the" arvaloid " form
of Dr. Woldfiche where a fourth outer angle is developed. I
have examined at one time or another a great num ber of fossil
jaws referred to the M . grel{alis group, and as far as my
experience goes th e variation is principally confined to the
development or absence of a small sixth inner angle, the degree
of openness of the third outer infold which varies within quite
narrow limits, and the extent to which the long, straight outer
wall of the anterior loop tends to become curved or broken up
into small angular waves.

It is now necessary to detail the evidence upon which my
determination of the M. niualis group as a constituent of the
British Pleistocene fauna is based. The remains yielded by the
deposits of the Lower Thames Valley will be first noticed, and
afterwards those from other localities will be dealt with.

All the nivaloid remains so far known from the Thames
deposits have been obtained from the brickearths of the Middle
T errace. There is no trace of M. niualis among the few vole
remains known from the High Terrace deposits, but little or
nothing can be based on this because not only are fossiliferous
sections in these deposits exceedingly scarce but Dr. Forsyth
Major] has already shown that a nivaloid vole occurs in the far
older Upper Freshwater Bed of West Runton, so that we may
conclude that the nivalis group first established itself in Britain
in late Pliocene times.

GRAYS T HuRRoc K.

As already mentioned, I recorded the occurrence of M . niualis
in the Grays brickearth in 1901. The record rests on a right
m. r possessing a short anterior loop with a somewhat angulated
antero-internal extremity, thus resembling the recent M. petro
philus (PI. I, fig. 5). Comparison with Dr. Forsyth Major's
figure will show that the specimen stands about midway between
M. nivaloides of the West Runton deposit and M. p etrophilus.

C RAYFOR D AN D E RITH.

The brickearth of Crayford and Eri th has yielded remains
referable to the M . niuaiis group in abundance, associated with
such other voles as M. ratticeps, gregalis, and at least two members
of the gregalis group which are new to science, Aroicoia tlmphibius,
and the Lemmings. Num erous examples are contained in the
collections of Mr. A. S. Kenn ard, Mr. G. White, and myself, and
I daresay others occur in several Crayford collections which I
have not yet examined. Mr. White's specimens were obtained
from the great Crayford pit, while Mr. Kennard collected from
the new pit to the north of this. My best thanks are due to both

• Woldhch , op. cit., Bd. lxxxlv, Ab. i , T ar. ii, IIg. 47.
t For syth Major, Proe, Z ool. Soc.• ' 902. vol. i, p . 106, text fig. IS. fig. 19.
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these gentlemen for the kindness with which they placed their
collections at my disposal.

One of the most characteristic examples I have seen is a
right m' T in Mr. White's series (PI. I, fig. 6). The short arrow
head-shaped anterior loop is very similar to some of the recent
examples from Italy, kindly lent to me by Dr. Forsyth Major
while the slightly angulated antero-internal extremity of the loop
resembles what is seen in M. petrophiltts. A left m' T in Mr.
White's collection affords a very good illustration of another type
of M. nivalis, characterised by a rather long-pointed anterior
loop, the fourth outer and fifth inner prisms being turned back
wards (PI. I, fig. 7). This tooth is very much like the form
figured by Rorig and Borner (op. cit., fig. 44d). A right m. T in
my collection shows a somewhat similar form, in which the
anterior loop is very long, and the thick enamel on the outer
side-i.e., the anterior wall of the fourth outer prism preserves
some of its primitive concavity-a character which allies the
specimen with a well-marked form or species of the nivalis group,
which will be described later on (PI. I, fig. 8).

A right m. T in Mr. White's collection (PI. I, fig. 9) shows a
M. lettcuyus-like form, the fourth outer prism not being produced
backwards into a prominent angle. A very fine right m. T in
Mr. Kennard's collection shows pronounced backward revolution
of the fourth outer and fifth inner prisms, and, moreover,
admirably illustrates the parts which the thick enamel walls and
bare dentine play in the structure of the anterior loop (Pl. I,
fig. 10).

The anterior half of a right ramus in Mr. White's collection
contains the m. T and 11/... (PI. I, fig. I I). The former tooth is
interesting, recalling as it does in some respects the m'T of the
Kashmir species, M. imitator, recently described by Mr.
Bonhote. The m... of this specimen has the anterior prisms
confluent with each other.

An imperfect right ramus presented to the Museum of
Practical Geology, by Mr. Kennard, contains the m. T (Pl. I,
fig. 12); the form of the anterior loop approaches the Clevedon
species to be described later. It remains to notice some speci
mens from Crayford which approach M. Ieucurus in form."
These have a wide open third outer infold, not unlike that of
)Jf. gregalis, and the fourth inner prism is more or less confluent
with the anterior loop, as in III. ratticeps, but the thick enamel
-of the outer side, i.e., the anterior wall of the fourth prism and
the structure of the inner side of the loop, satisfactorily dis
tinguish these teeth from the 111. T of either of the species men
tioned. I have drawn two of these specimens, one belonging to
Mr. White and one to Mr. Kennard (PI. I, figs. 13 and 14). One

• cr, Woldrlch, Sitzb, d. k, Akad. Wi.n, Math-nat Ct., Bd, lxxxlv, Abt, i, Tar. ii,
liS, 26.
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(fig. r4) is interesting, as showing a little thin enamel following
the thick stretch on th e inner side , the tooth having belonged to
a young individual.

WICKHAM.

In th e Spurrell collection (Museum of Practical Geology,
No. 5649) the anterior half of a left ramus containing th e 11/. T is
preserved. The specimen is of very large size, and I have had
some difficulty in making up my mind as to its affinities. The
form and struc ture of the anterior loop probably ind icate a
spec ies of the niualis group (PI. I , fig. 15). The enamel is
very thi ck, aud I believe the jaw to belong to a form distinct
from any of th ose hit herto noticed, but which in some respects
approach ed AI. leucurus an d in others 111'. malei--the new species
which is described later from the Clevedon cave. I have pre
ferred, however, to wait for furth er material before bestowing a
new name upon this jaw.

With regard to th e deposits other than those of th e Thames
I have so far made a detailed search for the Alpin e vole in
th e collections from two localities only, viz., th e Ightham Fissure
and the cave near Clevedon, in Somerse tshire, which has lately
been investigated by Dr. Male, his bro ther, and Prof. R eynolds.
As regards the Ightham Fissure there is, so far as I have yet
been able to ascer tain, no evidence of th e presence of M. nivalis
there, and this fact) as I shall endeavour to show in the sequel,
goes far to prove the late Pleistoce ne age of that deposit.

C LEVEDON CAVE.

Dr. H. C. Male very genero usly presented me with a small
series of th e num erou s jaws of Microtus which he found in the
Clevedon deposit. After a very careful examination of this
material I came to the conclusion that a large vole belonging to
the nioaiis gro up was represen ted amo ng the cave fossils. On my
informing Dr. Male of my opinion he kindly placed the remainder
of the collection in my han ds for investigation. Mr. E. T .
Newton had previously examin ed thi s series, and had sorted the
specimens out int o the M. ratticeps, M. gregalis, and AI. nivalis
like forms, and I sho uld state here that in the shortness of the
time which I had at my disposal to devote to this large series
Mr. Newton's work was of the greatest value to me, because it
enabled me to go direct to the points upon which I required
evidence. To both Dr. Male and Mr. Newton I would here
tend er my warmest thank s.

The nivaloid voles from Clevedon may be divided into two
series, viz., those referable to existing members of the group, and
th ose in my opinion belonging to a distin ct and hitherto unknown
form,
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(a) Jaws indistinguishable from recent forms of the
M. nivalis group.

The first specimen to be noticed is the anterior portion of a
right ramus containing the 111. 1" and 111•• and the incisor. The
pattern of the 111. 1" (PI. I, fig. 16), is very distinctive of M.
nivalis, and as regards the anterior loop is intermediate in form
between the teeth shown in fig. 44d and c of Riirig and Borner
(oj. cit.). With regard to the 111••, the second outer infold does
not meet the enamel wall of the opposite side, but on the other
hand more nearly does so than is usual in recent M. nivalis.
However, there is a good deal of variation among recent in
dividuals in this respect. Another very fragmentary right ramus
containing the m' T supplies us with similar evidence. Unfor
tunately, three of the inner prisms are badly mutilated, but the
anterior loop is intact. This (PI I, fig. 18), agrees perfectly
with one of the forms figured by Rorig and Borner (fig. 44, d, Of.
cit.), and can only be referred to M. lIivalis. The presence of a
petrophilus-like form at Clevedon is shown by a fragment of a
right ramus containing the m. 1 and m.•, the former with the
characteristic short anterior loop (PI. I, fig. 19). The M.
leucunts-like form which we have already seen to occur at Cray
ford. is also represented among the Clevedon forms. Two rami,
a right and a left, each containing the 111. T and m. • , and each, un
fortunately, wanting the hinder part, are certainly referable to this
form. The m. l' though differing in slight details in each speci
men, exhibits a structure very similar to that of the Crayford
specimens (PI. I, figs. 20-2 I). The 111• .. is as in normal Aficrotus,
i.e., the second outer infold advances far enough across the crown
to substantially shut off the two ant erior prisms from each other.
Other examples referable to one or other of the nivaloid forms are
seen in figs. 17 and 22.

(b). Nivaloid jaws not referable to existing memb ers
of the jl1: nivalis group.

We now have to consider a series of jaws which, although
referable to a large member of the niva/is group, present certain
features which appear to be sufficiently distinctive to justify a
separate specific designation. I bave made very careful drawings
of a representative set of the first lower molars of this series
(PI. I, figs. 23-29). Inspection of these drawings will show that
the 111. 1" of this form distinguishes itself from that of the other
members of the nivalis group; firstly, by the greater or less de
velopment of the antero-internal extremity of the anterior loop, so
as occasionally to form a slight sixth inner angulation; secondly,
the thick enamel of the outer wall of the anterior loop, i.e., the
anterior wall of the fourth outer prism retains the concavity which
characterises the anterior walls of normal prisms, and this feature,
of course, enhances the apparent projection of the fourth outer
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angle. With these modifications of structure the anterior loop of
the m. T of the Clevedon species usually combines great breadth.
For thi s new form I venture to propose the name of M. malei, in
order to associate it with the gentleman to whom I am indebted
for the material enabling me to define it.

It is of interest to notice that Llf. malei is represented in the
deposits of tile Thames Basin. Thus Dr. Forsyth Major showed
me the 111. r of a vole from Wickham in the British Museum
which appeared to be indistinguishable from the Clevedon
species, while in Mr. White's collection from Crayford there is a
right 111. T which only differs from the Clevedon specimens in the
somewhat slighter depth of the fourth inner infold or cement
space (PI. I , fig. 29). Some of the examples in Mr. Kennard's
collection, also, as already mentioned, approach th is form,

T H E SKU L L AN D III. ~.

The skull in the Af. nivalis group, as is well known, presents
certain aberrant characters which, taken in conjunction with the
dentit ion, strongly mark the group off from the other sections of
the subgenus illl~·rotus. It is therefore to be regretted that
hitherto no example from Brit ish deposits has been preserved.
T his is a desideratum which the caves and fissures of Somerset
shire will probably supply.

With regard to the 711. ~, this tooth in recent M. nivalis usually
possesses a pattern of th ree inner and three outer angles (PI. I,
fig. aa). I have so far looked in vain for a last upper molar of
this type among the British specimens. Very few maxillary
teeth were preser ved from the Clevedon Cave, so that the
specimens before me from that locality may belong to some of
the other species of Micrurus which occurred in the cavern.
Num erous examples are before me from Crayford , and of these
SOIll C, I think must belong to ill. niualis. Yet they all differ
from the usual recent form in having the internal corner of the
posterior loop angulated so that there are four inner angles
instead of three. Th e 111. :1 of a young skull of recent AI. niualis
from Monte Cimone in the collection of Dr. Fo rsyth Major
possesses the rudiment of such a fourth inner angle (PI. I, fig. ra) ,
and this seems to suggest that the fourth inner angle is a disappear
ing structure in the iW. ntuaiis group, since it may have been
permanently developed in the adult j J1". niuahs of Pleistocen e
England but now is only met with in the young individuals. In
the eastern part of the range of the group, i.e., in Kashmir, a
nivaloid vole, M. imitator, Bonhote, occurs which possesses a last
upper molar of still more complicated form than that which may
have characterised the tn . .'l. of our Pleistocene races, since this
tooth has four out er as well as four inner angles."

• Bonbote, A nn. &- M ag. N at. Hist , Ser, 7. vol. xv, p. Ig8.
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE JAWS CONTAINING THE TEETH
FIGURED IN PLATE 1.

SPECIMEN. I 2 3 4 SPECIMEN. 1 2 3 4

-- ~- -- ------
Monte Clevedon
Cimone, fig. I 4·75 3.03 2.6 3·99 Cave, fig.n 4-II 3·74 2.98 4·82
Monte Clevedon
Cimone, fig. 2 391 H 2·9 4.8 Cave, fig . 19 3·4 3.18 3.09 4.92
Crayford, Clevedon

fig. 1+ 3.68 3.58 2.91 - Cave, fig. 23 6.08 4.14 3·31 4.92
Cra yford, Clevedo n

fig. II 4.28 3.52 2·79 4.28 Ca ve, fig. 24 0 6 4·33 3.22 4.82
Crayford, Cle vedon

fig. 12 4.52 3.76 33 = Cave. fig. 25 4A 8 = 3.1 5·1
Cle vedon
Cave fig. 26 5·68 3·94 2.98 4.76

Clevedon Clevedon
Ca ve. fig. 16 4.28 = 3.07 4.96 Cave, fig . 27 5.05 4.6 3.17 5·27

Clevedon Clevedon
Cave, fig . 17 4.63 4.14- 2.61 3.84 Cave, fig. 28 4.15 4.07 2.9 4·53

Clevedon
Cave, fig. 18 4.25 4·3 2·97 = I

Clevedon
Cave, fig. 20 3.84- 3·7 2.22 4·33 [

Clevedon Wickh am ,
Cave, fig-. 2I 3-48 4·14 291 4.38 li~ . 15 49 = 3·73 4·97

(1) Length of diasterne,
(2) H eight of ramus at fourt h inner prism of m. r 
(3) Length of m. r (alve olar I.
(.1) Length ofm. rand m. 2 along alveolar border, inn er side.
The measurements are In mlllimet res and were made with the camera lucida and

5 inch objective .

CONCLUSION .

In my opmlon the evidenc e that has been detailed in this
paper renders it practically certain that the M. niuali: group of
voles was strongly represented in Britain during Pleistocene
times, and we have therefore to consider what bearing this fact
has on our ideas of Pleistocene history. Examining the present
distribution of this group of voles, one finds that all the existing
forms are creatures inhabiting high altitudes, and that as a
general rule we may say that the great er the alt itude the more
abundant is M. niualis. It seems thus to be a group incapable
of flourishing far from the vicinity of perpetual snow, and there
fore we may argue that at the time it so abundantly peopled
certain localities of England those neighbourhoods must have
suffered a climate much more severe than that obtaining at the
present day. Yet I believe that this conclusion, sound as it may
superficially look, is really a false one, and that we only arrive
at it by reasoning from premises unnaturall y limited . In order
to obtain an accurate notion of the story which this or any
other group of animals has to tell the geologist we must take
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into consideration not only the facts relating to the habits and
distribution of its living members but all the facts relating to
its past history, and to the histories of its former and present
contemporaries which we may be able to acquire. In other words,
the wider the scope of our premises the more accurate will our
deductions tend to become.

It is first necessary to examine, with some care, the earliest
microtine fauna of Britain. In the Norwich Crag we meet
with the earliest English voles, here represented only by that
remarkable genus Mz'mo1llYs, whose history, first outlined by Mr.
Newton in 1882,* has since been admirably investigated "by
Dr. Forsyth Major.j The teeth found in the Norwich Crag are
plainly, for the most part, not contemporary with that deposit,
but have been derived from some older bed, which, so far as
our knowledge goes, is now totally destroyed. The principal
species found in the Norwich Crag occurs also in the Pliocene
deposits of the Val d'Arno, The voles of the genus Mimomys,
are characterized by rooted molars, and the 1Jl. T is a tooth which,
originally possessing three outer infolds or cement spaces, suffers
a progressive atrophy of the third or anterior one. It is a
general rule, that the atrophy of any valley intersecting a molar
tooth proceeds by a gradual growing or knitting together of its
enamel walls, and consequently, as the tooth is worn down,
internal portions of the valley or cement space become isolated
from external portions and form little detached enamel rings or
fossettes on the worn triturating surface, which thus serve to
mark the former extent of the valley. Continued wear finally
obliterates these enamel rings and then no trace of the former
valley can be seen. In species which stand near the starting
point of the valley degeneration such internal enamel rings may
penetrate the crown to a great depth, and consequently they
will persist through a very long portion of the life of the tooth.
In the Norwich Crag species, M. plioca:nicus, this is the case, as is
shown by Dr. Forsyth Major.

. Coming now to a still later point in Pliocene time, that
marked by the East Runton deposit, we find that Mz'lllomys still
alone represents the voles. Its m'T, however, has degenerated
a little further, for the enamel islet tends to disappear at an
earlier stage of wear, while, on the other hand, the development
of roots is a little more tardy.

In the still later Upper Freshwater Bed of West Runton
we meet with Mimomys, but now the enamel islet is only found
in young teeth. Here, too, the genera Euotomys and Microtus
make their first appearance in England. Two sub-genera of
Microtus are represented, viz., true Microtus and Pitymys, most
of the remains found belonging to the latter.

• Newton, U Vertebrata of the Forest Bed," f.' 83.
t Forsyth Major, Proc, Zool. Soc. (1902), vo • i, pp. 102-107.
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Whence came these voles? We may infer from the fact that
Mimomys occurs in the Italian Pliocene that it came from the
south, and it seems probable that the other three sections had
their original home in Central or South-Central Asia, and that
they spread eastwards and westwards so as in later times to
acquire a more or less circumpolar distribution, reaching
America by North-Eastern Asia, and Western Europe by Asia
Minor and Southern Europe. Pitymys is especially a good
instance in support of this claim for a southern origin, for to-day,
driven back from its more northern outposts, it finds a refuge in
the home of its immediate ancestors, viz., in Southern Europe.
Among the few representatives of true Microtlts from the West
Runton deposits, we find the earliest English member of the
nivalis group-A£. nivaloides, Major. The nioaiis group is
essentially a southern one, ranging as it does from Kashmir to
the Pyrenees, not occurring north of the Alps, and although in
Pleistocene times its range extended as far west as Somerset
shire, it appears at no time to have gone farther north than
Norfolk or Southern Germany. The point I wish to make on
these facts is that we do not owe our late Pliocene or early
Pleistocene microtine fauna to the Siberian migration at alii as
Dr. Scharff suggests," but that they came to England from
Southern Europe long prior to the arrival of the Siberian forms.

Between the deposition of the Forest Bed series and that of
the High Terrace drift of the Thames an enormous interval of
time must have elapsed-a gap unspanned by any English marn
maliferous deposit, unless, indeed, certain of the cave deposits,
such as those containing remains of Mac!lllirodus, are to be re
ferred to this age. The fauna of the High Terrace drift, so far as
it is known, has a good deal of affinity with the Forest Bed series.
The voles represented are MilJlI!11l)'s, which was detected some
years ago by Mr. White and myself,t and Eootomys. The
Trogontherium has been determined by Mr. Newton, and it is
noteworthy that the Red-deer which occurs is a small form, being
accompanied by a large form of Fallow-deer. This fauna I hope
shortly to fully describe, but it suffices to say now that it does
not show the mixture of northern and southern forms so character
istic of the later Pleistocene deposits, and which has been so hard
to explain.

Of the later Pleistocene deposits the most important series for
our purpose is undoubtedly that formed by the Middle Terrace
drift of the Thames, for from no other horizon have we obtained
so complete and varied a picture of the Pleistocene mammalian
fauna. And here at last we meet with evidence of the invasion of
England by swarms of mammals which can only have come from
Siberia and Eastern Europe. To this invasion must be ascribed

• Scharff, 'IHistory of the European Fauna," p. 20f.
t Hinton and White, Proc. Geol, Assoc., vol, xvli, p. 4'4.
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the presence of the Lemmings, the numerous species of the sub
genus Microtus, such as ratticeps, arvalis, agrestis, and the great
group of gregaloid voles, the genera Cricetus, Sper11lophilus, and
Lagomys among the Rodentia, and of the barren-ground Reindeer,
and Saiga Antelope among the Herbivora. Some of the older
forms, such as Mimomys, Trogontherium, and the large Fallow
deer had at this stage apparently entirely disappeared, but many
others, e.g., the 1zivalt's group, continued to flourish.

This brief statement of facts will suffice for the moment, and
it is necessary now to examine the question of the climatic con
ditions of Pliocene and Pleistocene England. The mammalian
fauna of the late Pliocene deposits, and that of the High Terrace
deposits teach us that during the periods which they represent the
climate of Britain must have been a genial one. It is not until
late Pleistocene times that the mammaliferous deposits begin to
give us contradictory evidence on this point. Here, as we have
seen, we first meet with those northern and eastern forms in such
numbers as to lead one to postulate cold conditions in order to
account for their existence in this country. At the outset it must
be admitted that if we have regard only to the present distribution
of these cold-forms, if, for example, we take the occurrence of the
Arctic Lemming, and recognise that to-day it is confined to high
northern latitudes, and that it almost studiously avoids even the
scanty shelter of the dwarf birches, which extend far beyond the
northern tree limit into the southern parts of its distributional
area, it requires no strong effort of the imagination to conjure up
the former existence in Britain of Arctic Tundra and sub-Arctic
Steppes. And in Germany and Austria, where such evidence be
comes still more striking, we, in taking stock of these facts only
from the recent habitat standpoint, are almost compelled to adopt
such views as those so ably advocated by Prof. Nehring." Dr.
Woldfichf and others. But, unfortunately for the Steppe and
Tundra theory, so far at least as Britain is concerned, there exists
a large body of undeniable evidence in the other scale, and the
acceptation of the theory, moreover, would be in direct conflict
with what we now know to have been the actual physical geo
graphy of Britain in late Pleistocene times.

Side by side with these new Steppe-forms there flourished in
the south of England the old group of southern forms. No doubt,
as to day, the different mammals chose places suitable to their
different modes of life-those species which preferred the wood
land would seek it, and those who disliked it would inhabit the
barer uplands. Indeed, as I hope to show on another occasion,
we have actual evidence of this selection of localities in the
Thames deposits. The cold, which at first sight appears to be

• Nehring, Ueber Tundrew und Stepp en, Berlin, r8go.
t Woldfich, Mitth. d. Wieller AntMop. Ges., Bd, xi., p. r83. and papers already

cited,
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necessary to the existence of the Arctic Lemming, would render
the existence of the Hippopotamus and Ape impossible, and yet
we know that all three animals, and many others having require
ments similar to the one or the other type, managed to exist at
one and the same time in Southern England. Temperature, we
have been often told, is the principal factor governing the distribu
tion of mammals, and it may be conceded that in some cases it
is so. The assertion is certainly true, universally, to the extent
that an Arctic mammal can no more endure the torrid zone than
a torrid mammal a boreal clime. But at the same time one must
recognise numerous other factors, as for example, food supply
(which probably is the only universal governing factor), or the
distribution of disease. And when, as in the present case, we are
endeavouring to write the history of a remote time where the
evidence given by the species which were then living, qua tempera
ture, is of so contradictory a nature, pointing, as it does, to two
diametrically opposed extremes, surely the right inference is that
the temperature cannot have been extreme at all, but that the
winters must have been mild to suit the southern forms, and the
summers cool in order to accommodate the northern species. To
my mind, therefore, the real problem to be solved is not as to
what climatic conditions held sway in Britain during the joint
tenancy of the northern and southern mammalia, but the question
asto what it was that, at a later time, drove some forms north
wards, others southwards, and still others to the mountain tops.

In this paper we are concerned only with the voles, but in
substance the argument is applicable to the other Pleistocene
mammalia. Briefly put my contention amounts to this: that in
order to explain the differences in distribution which have been
effected since Pleistocene times it is not necessary to invoke any
substantial change in climate, and that on the other hand all
such differences can be satisfactorily accounted for by taking into
consideration the reaction, if I may borrow from the chemist, of
one species or group of species on another. The most severe
competitor in the struggle for existence that any given species can
have is another species of similar organisation performing a
similar function in the economy of nature. This principle, not
withstanding some apparent exceptions, is probably universally
true. The slightest advantage tells, and the species wanting it is
driven back step by step to its original home or local centre of
dispersion.

Let us apply this principle to the voles. We have seen that
in probably early Pliocene times the north-west of Europe was
colonised by a southern group, Mimo11l.Ys, retaining some very
primitive features. This group was, so far as we know, the sole
representative of the voles living here until we arrive at the stage
represented by the Upper Freshwater Bed of West Runton.
Towards the end of the Pliocene period new colonists, Evotomys,
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Pitymys, represented by several species, and MtlnJlus, including
the nivalis group, arrived, also coming from the south. The date
at which Pitymys died out ill this country has yet to be ascertained.
Mimomys and Evotomys certainly managed to survive here until
the time represented by the High Terrace of the Thames. It
may also be presumed that some of the forms of true Microtus,
including the nivalis group, similarly survived, for although we
have not found their remains in the very few known repositories
of the High Terrace fauna, yet we know that the niz'alis group was
abundantly represented in Britain at a still later period, viz., that
of the Middle Terrace. Now until this later stage is reached we
have no evidence at all of the existence of any group of vole in
Britain other than those mentioned above. In the Middle
Terrace deposits we meet with the first evidence of the arrival of
the Siberian voles. As on the Continent so here, they appear to
have swarmed in rapidly. Instead of the two or three species
which at this time remained to us as the wreck of the Pliocene
microtine fauna, we received perhaps a dozen new forms. This
in itselfmust have considerably increased the severity of the struggle
for existence, a struggle which had been previously keen enough,
for the Siberian forms on their arrival were confronted, apparently,
only by the nivalis group, then at its zenith in point of range and
variety, and an old and weak member of the Evotomys genus.

The outcome of this invasion was that the new-comers
completely supplanted the old southern forms. 1 his is
one of my reasons for regarding the Ightham Fissure deposit as
of late Pleistocene age, for examining the microtine element of its
fauna we find no trace of either the nivalis group or
the older form of Eootomys. They have entirely died out, and
in their place we find a rich assemblage of the later immigrants.
But with the extermination of the British lIi7JaIis group the
reaction of one species on another did not cease. Aruicola
amphibius alone did not have to strive hard to maintain its
position, for it had no rival in function-it had taken the place of
the long vanished lIfimolll)'s, and there was no other microtine to
dispute possession. Of the numerous species of true Aficrotus
(of which we have still a very imperfect knowledge) and
the Lemmings which came in with the Siberian migration,
M. agrestis alone has managed to survive to our days as a
British resident, and Enotomys giareoius, so far as England is
concerned, has completely ousted its northern rival E. rutilus,
which I believe to be represented with it in the Ightham Fissure.

Much the same sort of history can be read from the
Continental deposits with this difference, that as we proceed
eastwards and southwards the less decisive becomes the result of
the struggle. This is what we should expect since we are pro
ceeding towards the centres of dispersion, and so we are really
overtaking the vanquished forms in the course of their retreat.
PROe. GEOL. Assoc., VOL. XX, PART ~, 1907.J 5
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The last and most difficult question with which we have to
deal is one that may really concern the origin of Alpine and
Arctic faunas. The key to the solution of the problem of why the
nivalis group chose to inhabit the Alpine peaks and should now
show such an extraordinary love for the snow line lies, in my
opinion, in the geological history of the group. We have seen
how this group spread westwards from its original home in the
south-east, reaching North-western Europe in late Pliocene times,
and how it formerly extended northwards across the plains from
the Alps and Pyrenees to the southern and south-western shores
of the Pleistocene Sea of Europe. I submit that it is established
as a fact that at the time of this great Pleistocene extension
of the group the climate was as mild as at present, and probably
even more equable, owing to the different distribution of land and
water which then obtained. It follows, therefore, that the nivalis
group is primarily one with a temperate habitat, and consequently
its present peculiar Alpine habitat must be regarded as a subse
quently acquired attribute.

We have also seen that the niuaiis group was exterminated in
Britain and the plains of Central Europe by the competition of
the rival groups of voles which came from the north and east, and
that to-day the group has made a last stand in the mountains, where
for the moment it appears to be secure enough. On the lower
slopes of these mountain regions it might possibly hold its own
against the newcomers, and in summer doubtless the conditions
of existence would be congenial to the species. But the severe
and early frosts of the lower mountain slopes would hardly fail to
be detrimental to such a mammal. It would learn from
experience that security from the frost could only be had from an
early covering of snow, and consequently it would eventually
colonise the summits where the snow-fall is early and remains
unmelted for nine or ten months in the year. This view of the
case is, in my opinion, borne out by a perusal of Blasius's graphic
descriptions of the habits of the species and by examining its
known vertical range. Briefly put, these facts go to show that
the protection from the frost afforded by the snow is necessary to

• Blasius, Sdugethier« Deuiscblands, 1857. p. 364. As this book is not one of the
most accessible in England, it may be as well to quote the paragraph. He says: "Es ist
mlr kein Beispiel bekannt, dass sie in den Alpen regelmassig unter 3,000 Fuss
Meereshohe gefunden Ware. Auch bei 4,000 Fuss scheint sie in der Reeel noch nicht
haufig vorzukornmen, Von hieraus aber findet man sie in allen Hoben bls zu den
letzten Grenzpunkten der Vegetation. In der Nahe der Schneegrenze erscheint sie am
haufigsten. Aber sogar uber die Schneegrenze geht sie hinaus und bewohnt noch die
kleinsten Vegetarionslnseln, die mit den kUmmerliehsten Aipenpfianzen sparlich
bewaehsenen Blossen auf der Sudseite der hoben Aipenspitzen, mitten zwischen ewigen
Schneefeidern, wo die warmen Sonnenstrahien oft kaum zwei bis drei Monate lang die
wochentlich sich erneuenden Schneedecken ilberwinden, und die Erde auf wenige
Schritte hin frei legen konnen, In dieser grossartigen Gebirgseinsamkeit verlebt sie aber
nicht bloss einen schonen kurzen Alpensommer : sondern unter einer unverwiistlichen
Schneedecke begraben einen neun bis zehn Monate langen harten Alpenwinter. Denn
sie wandert nichr, obwohl ste sieh im Winter Rohren unter dern Schnee anlegt, urn
Pdanzenwurzeln zu finden, wenn die gesammelten Wintervorrathe nieht ausreiehen.
Kein anderes Saugethier begleitet die Schneemaus dauernd iiber die Welt des
Lebendigen hinaus bis zu diesen Iuftizen starren Alpenhohen j nur einzeln folgt voriiber
gehend, als unerbittlicher Feind, ein Wiesel oder Hermelin ihren Spuren."
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the prosperity of the species in its present elevated home. The
conclusion I would draw, therefore, is a paradox, viz, that
M. nivalis seeks the eternal snows for warmth, and the principle
which has been urged here will, I believe, be found to apply to a
great number of other mammals which to-day are confined to
Arctic and Alpine regions, but which, nevertheless, had formerly
a wide range throughout temperate Europe, and that it applies to
many members of the Alpine and Arctic flora has been often
demonstrated...

The laws which I have endeavoured to illustrate in these
conclusions have, of course, long been known, but curiously
they have often been overlooked when dealing with the fossil
mammalia. A more general recognition of such principles will
lead, in my humble opinion, to the adoption of far sounder and
safer views with regard to Pleistocene history than many of those
put forward in the past, will do away with the necessity of
invoking vast changes in climate to account for the differences
existing between the past and present distribution of animals and
plants, and may, moreover, have a not unimportant bearing on
that nightmare-the extreme Glacial theory.

In conclusion, I have to express my best thanks to Dr. C. I.
Forsyth Major, F.Z.S., for the very generous way in which he
helped me through my difficulties, to Dr. C. W. Andrews, F.R.S.,
Dr. Frank Corner, F.G.S., Dr. F. L. Kitchen, F.G.S., Professor
S. H. Reynolds, M.A., F.G.S., and Mr. B. B. Woodward, F.G.S.,
for many acts of kindness. Lastly, I wish to thank Mr. E. T.
Newton, F.R.S., for the kindness which I have so often ex
perienced from him. To him we are all indebted as the pioneer
of this branch of paleeontology in this country, and to his efforts
we owe, primarily, the preservation of the material necessary to
these researches.

P.S.-Since correcting the proofs of this paper I have had
an opportunity of glancing through Dr. Scharff's new book,
"European Animals." Dr. Scharff, I think, comes to much the
same conclusion as I do, viz., that the Alpine habitat is a
secondary one, and I would refer the reader to pp. 54 and 56,
and Chapters vii, viii and ix.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1.

In the figures the black line represents the enamel as seen on the triturat
ing surface of the molar crown, the broken or thin line in the anterior loop
represents the region where the enamel is absent, and the shaded areas show
the extent of the cement in the valleys of the tooth. The drawings are en
larged to nearly 12 diameters, and were made with an Abbe Camera-lucida,

Fig. I.-Mic,·olus niuali« (recent), Monte Cimone, Modenese Apennines. An-
terior mandibular molars, left side; I a., m. ~ left side. (In col
lection of Dr. Forsyth Major.)

• Scharff, " History of European Fauna," pp. 78, 79, 161-164, and
Bulman, Natural Science, vol. iii, 1893.
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F ig. 2.- M . niva lis (r ecent), summit of Monte Cim one, m' T left side ; 2 a, m. ~
right side. (I n collect ion of Dr. Forsyth Maj or.)

F ig. 3.-M. nivalis ( recent ), Mont e Vecchio. Apennines of R eggio-Emilia
left m . T (In collection of Dr. Forsy th Major .)

Fig. 4.-M. niualis (r ecent 1), Boscolun go, Pi stojese Apennines, left m , r :
(In collection of Dr. Forsy th Major.)

F ig. 5.-M. nioali s, Pleistocene, Gray 's Thurrock, right m, T'

Fig. 6.- 1lf. nifMlis, Pleistocene, Crayford, rig ht m, T ' (In collect ion of Mr. G .
White.)

F ig. 7.-1lf. nivalis, Ple istocene, Crayford, left m , T' (In collection of Mr. G .
W hite.)

F ig. 8.- M . niuahs; P leistocene , Crayford, r ight m. T•

Fig. 9.- M . nivalis, Pleistocen e, Cray ford, r ight m. , . ( In collection of Mr. G.
White.)

F ig. 1o.-M. nivalis, Pl eistocene, Cra yford, right m 'T' (In collection of M r.
A. S. Ke nnard .)

Fig . II.-M. nivalis, Pleistocene, Crayford. The anterior molars of an im
perfect right ramus in th e collect ion of Mr. G. Wh ite.

F ig. 12.-M. nivalis, Pl eistocene, Crayford , The m' T of a right ra mus .
(Kennard collection , Mu seum of Practical Geol ogy, N o. 60I8.)

Fig. 13.--M. niuatis, Plei stocene , Cray ford, right m, T' (In collection of M r.
A. S. Kennard .)

Fi g. I4.-Ml nivalis, Ple isrocene, Crayford . The m'T of an imp erfect right
ramus in collect ion of Mr. G. White.

Fig. 15.-Micl·Otus, a species of th e nivalis gro up. Plei stocene, Wi ckha m.
The m. T of an impe rfect rig ht ramus ." :Spurr ell collecti on, Museum
of Pr actical Geo logy ( No. 56+9.)

F ig. 16.-M. nivalis, Clevedon Cave. The m' T of an imperfect right ram us
in collec tion of Dr. H. C. Mal e.

Fig. 17.-M. niualis, Clevedon Cave . The m, T of a right ramu s in collection
of Dr. Mal e t

F ig. I B.-M. n ioalts , Clevedon Cave. T he m . T of a right ram us in collectio n
of Dr. Male.

F ig . 19.-Jf. nivalis, Clevedon Cav e. T he m ' T of a righ t ramus in collection
of Dr. Male.

F ig. 2o.-M. niualts, Clevedon Cave. The m, I of a right ramu s in collection
of Dr. Male.

F ig. 2I.- M. nit'alis, Clevedon Ca ve. T he m' T of a left ramus in collection
of Dr. Male.

Fi g. 22.-M. nivalis, Clevedon Cave. T he m' T of a righ t ra mus in collection
of Dr. Male .

F ig. 23.-Microtus, a species of the nivalis gr ou p, Cleved on Cave. T he m, T

of an imperfect lef t ramus in collect ion of Dr. Male.
F ig . 24.-M. malei, n sp., C levedo n Cave. T he m. T of a right ra mus collected

by Dr . Mal e.
Fig . 25.-M. malei, Clevedo n Ca ve. The m 'T of a left ramus collected by

Dr. Male.
Fi g. 25.-M. malei, Clevedon Cave. T he m' T of a left ra mus collected by

Dr. Male.
Fi g. 27.-M. malei; Clevedon Cave. The m, T of a right ramus in collection

of Dr. Male.
Fig. 28.-Microtus, sp., Clevedon Ca ve T he m, T of a left ramus in collectio n

of Dr. Male. In serted in the Plate by an error.
Fig. 29.-M. malei (?), Pleistocene, Crayford . Right z»,T in collection of Mr.

G. White .

* The thick enamel of the outer side of the anterior loop is shown as extending a little
too far forwards.

t The fourth outer angle is made a little too sharp.




